ABSTRACT. We study the question of reconstructing a weighted, directed network up to isomorphism from its motifs. In order to tackle this question we first relax the usual (strong) notion of graph isomorphism to obtain a relaxation that we call weak isomorphism. Then we identify a definition of distance on the space of all networks that is compatible with weak isomorphism. This global approach comes equipped with notions such as completeness, compactness, curves, and geodesics, which we explore throughout this paper. Furthermore, it admits global-to-local inference in the following sense: we prove that two networks are weakly isomorphic if and only if all their motif sets are identical, thus answering the network reconstruction question. Further exploiting the additional structure imposed by our network distance, we prove that two networks are weakly isomorphic if and only if certain essential associated structures-the skeleta of the respective networks-are strongly isomorphic.
INTRODUCTION
One of the prevalent hypotheses used in systems biology and network analysis is that complex networks are assembled from simpler subnetworks called motifs [SOMMA02, SK04, Alo07, MSOI`02, Alo06]. For example, motifs have been used to characterize transcription regulation networks, protein-protein interactions, and to simulate network datasets that resemble real brain networks across a variety of structural measures [SK04, YLSK`04, KL08] . These considerations motivate the following theoretical question: Question 1. Is it possible to reconstruct, up to isomophism, a network from the knowledge of its subnetworks?
In this paper we provide an answer to the question above. The motivation for our answer to Question (1) is rooted in the metric space literature, specifically a construction called a curvature class due to Mikhail Gromov [Gro99, 1.19+] . Given a metric space pX, d X q and n P N, the nth curvature class of X, denoted K n pXq, is the collection of nˆn distance matrices that can be realized by n-tuples of points in X. Gromov proved that two compact metric spaces pX, d X q and pY, d Y q are isometric (i.e. related by a distance-preserving bijection) if and only if K n pXq " K n pY q for all n P N [Gro99, 3.27
]. Thus the knowledge of (the countably many) curvature classes is sufficient to recover the full structure of the metric space (which may be uncountable). Our strategy is to prove an analogous result in the setting of general networks.
In order to be able to reason about and eventually answer Question (1), we first need to clarify several concepts. For example: what is a sufficiently general definition of network, what is a suitable notion of isomorphism between two networks, and how can we relate networks to metric spaces?
Networks may have asymmetric edge relations and data attached to each node, so intuitively, they should be represented as edge-weighted directed graphs with self-loops, where the edge weights are allowed to be arbitrary real numbers. Such a model for a network can alternatively be expressed as a square matrix of real values, i.e. the adjacency matrix of the graph. Thus when dealing with finite networks, a reasonable model for a network is a pair pX, ω X q, where X is a finite set of nodes and ω X : XˆX Ñ R is a weight function, i.e. the edge weights. Real-world networks that arise in computational settings are necessarily finite, but when they are very large, they may be modeled as objects with infinite cardinality. To accommodate this possibility while still maintaining some control over the underlying node set, we choose to model a general network as follows: Definition 1. A network is a pair pX, ω X q where X is a first countable topological space and ω X : XˆX Ñ R is a continuous function. The collection of all networks is denoted N .
We also consider the subcollection of compact networks, which satisfy the additional restriction that the underlying set is compact. We denote the collection of all compact networks by CN , and the subcollection of finite networks by FN . Notice that such a network model is a generalization of a metric space: for pX, ω X q to be a metric space, ω X needs to satisfy additional assumptions such as symmetry and triangle inequality, and the underlying topology is assumed to be the metric topology generated by open balls in X.
Recall that a space is first countable if each point in the space has a countable local basis (see [SS78, p. 7] for more details). First countability is a technical condition guaranteeing that when the underlying topological space of a network is compact, it is also sequentially compact.
Interestingly, the model that we have just described has already appeared in the applied mathematics literature, at least in the setting of finite networks. In recent years, various authors have used the model of FN in applying topological data analysis methods such as hierarchical clustering and persistent homology to network data [CMRS13, CMRS14, SCM16, CM18b, CM16, CM18c] . An additional ingredient in each of these papers was a notion of network distance d N between objects in FN . However, until recently the theoretical foundations of this network distance were unknown. In [CM17] , we generalized the network distance d N to all of N , studied its computational aspects, and developed a notion of isomorphism called weak isomorphism that turned out to be compatible with d N . These notions of d N and weak isomorphism are key players in our search for a motif reconstruction theorem. In this paper, we continue laying down the foundations of d N . In particular, we complete our answer to the following question, which we had raised and partially answered in our previous work:
Question 2. What is the "continuous limit" of a convergent sequence of finite networks?
Returning to the question about motif reconstruction, recall that one natural notion of isomorphism in the network setting is the standard notion of graph isomorphism, which we call strong isomorphism in our context. Specifically, two networks pX, ω X q and pY, ω Y q are said to be strongly isomorphic, denoted Xs Y , if they are related by a weight-preserving bijection, i.e. a map ϕ : X Ñ Y such that ω X px, x 1 q " ω Y pϕpxq, ϕpx 1for all x, x 1 P X. The notion of weak isomorphism is a relaxation of this condition.
Definition 2. Two networks pX, ω X q and pY, ω Y q are weakly isomorphic, denoted Xw Y , if there exists a set V and surjections ϕ X : V Ñ X, ϕ Y : V Ñ Y such that:
With regards to subnetworks: we organize all the motifs present in a given network pX, ω X q into motif sets. For each n P N, the n-motif set is the collection of nˆn weight matrices obtained from n-tuples of points in X, possibly with repetition. We formalize this next.
Definition 3 (Motif set). For each n P N and each pX, ω X q P CN , define Ψ n X : X n Ñ R nˆn to be the map px 1 ,¨¨¨, x n q Þ Ñ ppω X px i , x jn i,j"1 , where the ppqq notation refers to the square matrix associated with the sequence. Note that Ψ n X is simply a map that sends each sequence of length n to its corresponding weight matrix. Let CpR nˆn q denote the closed subsets of R nˆn . Then let M n : CN Ñ CpR nˆn q denote the map defined by pX, ω X q Þ Ñ tΨ n X px 1 , . . . , x n q : x 1 , . . . , x n P Xu . We refer to M n pXq as the n-motif set of X. Notice that the image of M n is closed in R nˆn because each coordinate is the continuous image of the compact set XˆX under ω X , hence the image of M n is compact in R nˆn and hence closed.
It is easy to come up with examples of networks that share the same motif sets, but are not strongly isomorphic. Instead, we hypothesize that if two networks share the same motif sets, then they are weakly isomorphic, i.e. are at d N -distance zero. In pursuing this idea, we develop the theory of d N throughout this paper, ultimately answering both Questions (1) and (2). At the same time, we find a surprising answer to the following question relating weak and strong isomorphism:
Question 3. Does weak isomorphism between two networks imply that some essential substructures are strongly isomorphic?
1.1. Contributions and organization of the paper. In this paper, we develop the theory of the network distance d N , which lies at the core of Questions (1-3) posed above. We prove that the metric space of weak isomorphism classes of compact networks endowed with d N is complete ( §3). Thus Question (2) can be answered as follows: a convergent sequence of finite networks limits to a compact network, i.e. a compact, first countable topological space equipped with a continuous weight function. We show that the pseudometric space pCN , d N q, while not compact, contains many precompact families ( §3), and moreover is geodesic ( §4).
We define a construction for any network called a "skeleton". Using properties of skeleta, we show that for two compact networks (with some additional topology assumptions), the following are equivalent: weak isomorphism between the two networks, strong isomorphism between their skeleta, and equality of their motif sets. In other words, such networks can be recovered from their motif sets. This forms our answer to Question (1) ( §5).
1.2. Results used from prior work. We adopt our definition of a network as a first countable topological space X with a continuous weight function ω X : XˆX Ñ R from [CM17] . There we also proved the following result about the pseudometric structure of pCN , d N q:
Theorem 1 (Weak isomorphism in compact networks). The collection of compact networks CN is a pseudometric space when equipped with d N . Moreover, for any X, Y P CN , we have d N pX, Y q " 0 if and only if X and Y are weakly isomorphic.
We already exploited motif sets to provide computable lower bounds for d N in [CM17] . The main result enabling this is the stability theorem that we explain next. For each n P N, we write d n to denote the Hausdorff distance between closed subsets of R nˆn equipped with the 8 metric.
Theorem 2 (Stability of motif sets). Let pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q P CN . For any n P N,
1.3. Related literature. In the graph theory literature, the problem of deciding how much information is encoded in the subgraph structure of a graph has a long history. Boutin and Kemper outline some of these efforts in [BK07] , and also prove, using combinatorial methods, that a large class of graphs can be fully determined from the distribution of their subtriangles. In our language, this is analogous to saying that M 3 pXq " M 3 pY q implies X " Y , where equality is in the sense of graph isomorphism. We move away from the combinatorial approach, and reformulate the problem to find when M 3 pXq " M 3 pY q implies d N pX, Y q " 0, where d N is a certain (pseudo)metric on the space of all networks. This converts the content of Question (1) to a question about finding an appropriate network similarity measure. The network distance d N at the core of this paper is structurally based on the Gromov-Hausdorff distance [Gro99, Gro81] proposed by Mikhail Gromov in the early 1980s. Beyond its origins in metric geometry [BBI01, Pet06] , the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between metric spaces has found applications in the context of shape and data analysis [MS04, Mém11, Mém12, CM10] . The close analogy with d GH highlights some of the merits of our definition of d N : it yields a very natural completion of the space of weak isomorphism classes of finite networks, and admits geodesics interpolating between any two networks. The analogous results in the setting of compact metric spaces can be found in [Pet06, INT15, CM18a] .
1.4. Notation and basic terminology. We will denote the cardinality of any set S by cardpSq. For any set S we denote by F pSq the collection of all finite subsets of S. For a topological space X, we write CpXq to denote the closed subsets of X. For a given metric space pZ, d Z q, the Hausdorff distance between two nonempty subsets A, B Ď Z is given by: We will denote the non-negative reals by R`. The all-ones matrix of size nˆn will be denoted 1 nˆn . Given a function f : X Ñ Y between two sets X and Y , the image of f will be denoted impf q or f pXq. Given a topological space X and a subset A Ă X, we will write A to denote the closure of A.
NETWORKS: EXAMPLES AND CONSTRUCTIONS
2.1. Examples of motif sets. We begin with some examples of networks and their motif sets. We also provide examples of infinite networks that fall within the framework of N and CN .
Example 3. We first introduce networks with one or two nodes (see Figure 1 ). ‚ A network with one node p can be specified by α P R, and will be denoted by N 1 pαq. We have N 1 pαq -s N 1 pα 1 q if and only if α " α 1 . ‚ A network with two nodes will be denoted by N 2 pΩq, where
1 q if and only if there exists a permutation matrix P of size 2ˆ2 such that Ω 1 " P Ω P T . ‚ Any k-by-k matrix Σ P R kˆk induces a network on k nodes, which we refer to as N k pΣq. Notice that N k pΣq -s N pΣ 1 q if and only if k " and there exists a permutation matrix P of size k such that Σ 1 " P Σ P T .
Remark 4. Already from Figure 1 , it is evident that if Ω " p α α α α q, then N 1 pαq and N 2 pαq are weakly isomorphic. This can be generalized as follows. Let pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q P CN and suppose f : X Ñ Y is a surjective map such that ω X px, x 1 q " ω Y pf px 1 q, f px 1for all x, x 1 P X. Then X and Y are weakly isomorphic, i.e. Xw Y . This result follows from Definition 2 by: (1) choosing V " X, (2) letting ϕ X be the identity map, and (3) letting ϕ Y " f . α α qu . In line with our discussion in the introduction, we wish to examine the extent to which motif sets determine the structure of a network. To proceed pedagogically, we begin with the following:
Approach 1 (strong isomorphism and motif sets). Let X, Y P CN . Then M n pXq " M n pY q for all n P N if and only if Xs Y.
This approach is not immediately fruitful: by setting Ω :" p α α α α q in Example 5 (also see Remark 4), we see that N 1 pαq and N 2 pΩq have the same motif sets, but are clearly not related by a bijection. The strong isomorphism approach does work with some strong additional assumptions (Theorem 6). More importantly, the strong isomorphism approach works in the setting of compact metric spaces, and making it work in the network setting provides motivation for some of our main results.
The failure of motif sets in characterizing strongly isomorphic networks leads one to hope that weakly isomorphic networks might be an appropriate object of study.
The directed circle p S 1 , ω S 1 q and the directed circle p S 1 , ω S 1 ,ρ q with reversibility ρ, for some ρ P r1, 8q. The arrows show that traveling in a clockwise direction is possibly only in the directed circle with reversibility ρ. However, this incurs a penalty modulated by ρ, hence the shorter arrow in the clockwise direction.
Approach 2 (Weak isomorphism and motif sets). Let X, Y P CN . Then M n pXq " M n pY q for all n P N if and only if Xw Y.
One of our main results is that the preceding statement is in fact true. The approach via weak isomorphism will be the focus of §5.
We conclude this section by showing that with additional assumptions of genericity, the motif sets contain all the information of a finite network up to strong isomorphism. To say that a finite network pX, ω X q is generic means ω X px 1 , x Proof of Theorem 6. Since X and Y are generic, we have cardpXq " cardpM 1 pXqq and cardpY q " cardpM 1 pY qq. Thus cardpXq " cardpY q. Let n " cardpXq " cardpY q. For any X P FN with cardpXq " n, define:
Then we may write M n pXq " DpXq Y RpXq, and M n pY q " DpY q Y RpY q. In particular, M n pXq " M n pY q. We claim that DpXq " DpY q, and thus RpXq " RpY q. Let M P DpXq. By genericity, each entry in M is distinct. Also, M P M n pY q. So M " Ψ n Y rpy i qs for some sequence in Y . Suppose M P RpY q. Then there exist j ‰ k such that y j " y k . Thus the term ω Y py j , y k q (" ω Y py k , y j q " ω Y py k , y k q " ω Y py j , y j q) appears in M with multiplicity greater than 1. This is a contradiction, so M P DpY q. By a symmetric argument, we conclude DpXq " DpY q. Next, let px i q n i"1 be a sequence of distinct elements in X. Note that px i q includes each element of X. Since DpXq " DpY q, there exists py i q n i"1 a sequence of distinct elements such that Ψ n X rpx i qs " Ψ n X rpy i qs. Now define a bijection ϕ : X Ñ Y by ϕpx i q " y i . This gives us the required (strong) isomorphism.
Interested readers should look at [BK07] , where Boutin and Kemper give conditions under which complete, undirected, weighted graphs with self-loops are determined by the distributions of their three-node subgraphs. In our language, the result by Boutin and Kemper would be similar to the implication M 3 pXq " M 3 pY q ùñ Xs Y .
2.2. Examples of infinite networks: the directed circles. The collections N , CN , and FN contain the collections of all metric spaces, compact metric spaces, and finite metric spaces, respectively. It is interesting to identify networks in these families that are not just metric spaces. In §2.1, we provided some examples of finite, asymmetric networks. Here we provide examples of infinite, asymmetric networks in both the compact and noncompact cases. These constructions appear in detail in [CM17] . See Figure 2 for an illustration. Define S 1 :" e iθ P C : θ P r0, 2πq ( . For any α, β P r0, 2πq, define dpα, βq :" β´α mod 2π, with the convention dpα, βq P r0, 2πq. Then dpα, βq is the counterclockwise geodesic distance along the unit circle in C from e iα to e iβ . Next for each e iθ 1 , e iθ 2 P S 1 , define
Now fix ρ ě 1. For each e iθ 1 , e iθ 2 P S 1 , define ω S 1 ,ρ pe iθ 1 , e iθ 2 q :" min´ dpθ 1 , θ 2 q, ρ dpθ 2 , θ 1 q¯.
The pair p S 1 , ω S 1 q equipped with the discrete topology is a directed circle network, and the pair p S 1 , ω S 1 ,ρ q equipped with the standard topology of C is a directed circle network with reversibility ρ. The difference is that ω S 1 allows for travel only in the counterclockwise direction, whereas ω S 1 ,ρ allows for travel in the clockwise direction (see Figure 2 ). It turns out that p S 1 , ω S 1 q equipped with the discrete topology is a noncompact asymmetric network, and p S 1 , ω S 1 ,ρ q equipped with the standard topology on C is a compact asymmetric network [CM17] .
2.3. Skeletons and blow-up networks. As we saw in the simple examples discussed above, strong isomorphism implies weak isomorphism, and weak isomorphism does not in general imply strong isomorphism. One may nevertheless wonder whether strong and weak isomorphism may be related in the sense of Question (3) posed above. We show that the answer to this question is positive. The following definitions enable us to formulate the appropriate statement.
Definition 4 (Automorphisms). Let pX, ω X q P CN . We define the automorphisms of X to be the collection AutpXq :" tϕ : X Ñ X : ϕ a weight preserving bijectionu .
Definition 5 (Poset of weak isomorphism). Let pX, ω X q P CN . Define a set ppXq as follows:
ppXq :" tpY, ω Y q P CN : there exists a surjective, weight preserving map ϕ : X Ñ Y u .
Next we define a partial order ĺ on ppXq as follows: for any pY, ω Y q, pZ, ω Z q P ppXq, pY, ω Y q ĺ pZ, ω Y q ðñ there exists a surjective, weight preserving map ϕ : Z Ñ Y.
Then the set ppXq equipped with ĺ is called the poset of weak isomorphism of X.
Definition 6 (Terminal networks in CN ). Let pX, ω X q P CN . A compact network Z P ppXq is terminal if:
(1) For each Y P ppXq, there exists a weight preserving surjection ϕ : Y Ñ Z.
(2) Let Y P ppXq. If f : Y Ñ Z and g : Y Ñ Z are weight preserving surjections, then there exists ϕ P AutpZq such that g " ϕ˝f .
In §5.1 we define a construction called the skeleton of a network and show that it is terminal. One of our main results (Theorem 35) shows that two weakly isomorphic networks have strongly isomorphic skeleta.
. Left: Z represents a terminal object in ppXq, and f, g are weight preserving surjections X Ñ Z. Here ϕ P AutpZq is such that g " ϕ˝f . Right:
Here we show more of the poset structure of ppXq. In this case we have
A terminal network captures the idea of a minimal substructure of a network. One may ask if anything interesting can be said about superstructures of a network. This motivates the following construction of a "blow-up" network. We provide an illustration in Figure 4 .
Definition 7. Let pX, ω X q be any network. Let k " pk x q xPX be a choice of an index set k x for each node x P X. Consider the network Xrks with node set Ť xPX tpx, iq : i P k x u and weights ω given as follows: for x, x 1 P X and for i P k
The topology on Xrks is given as follows: the open sets are of the form Ť xPU tpx, iq : i P k x u, where U is open in X. By construction, Xrks is first countable with respect to this topology. We will call any such Xrks a blow-up network of X.
In a blow-up network of X, each node x P X is replaced by another network, indexed by k x . All internal weights of this network are constant and all outgoing weights are preserved from the original network. If X is compact, then so is Xrks.
We also observe that X is weakly isomorphic to any of its blow-ups Y " Xrks. To see this, let Z " Xrks, let φ Y : Z Ñ Y be the map sending each px, iq to px, iq, and let φ X : Z Ñ X be the map sending each px, iq to x. Then φ X , φ Y are surjective, weight preserving maps from Z onto X and Y respectively. By Remark 4, we obtain Xw Y . The construction of blow-up networks leads to the following theorem, which provides another perspective on Question 3:
2.4. The network distance. We now present the network distance d N that is the central focus of this paper. We remind the reader that restricted formulations of this network distance have appeared in earlier applications of hierarchical clustering [CMRS14, CMRS13] and persistent homology [CM16, CM18b, CM18c] methods to network data. Furthermore, we presented the current formulation of d N in [CM17] and provided a treatment of both its theoretical and computational aspects. We now give an independent presentation of d N , and motivate its definition by tracing its roots in the metric space literature. Definition 8. Given metric spaces pX, d X q and pY, d Y q, the Gromov-Hausdorff distance between them is defined as:
This particular definition does not appear to admit an easy extension to the network setting: an obstruction is that the standard formulation of the Hausdorff distance relies on open metric balls that have no analogue in the network setting. However, it turns out that there is a reformulation of d GH that utilizes the language of correspondences [KO99, BBI01] . We present this construction next.
Definition 9 (Correspondence). Let X, Y be two sets. A correspondence between X and Y is a relation R Ď XˆY such that π X pRq " X and π Y pRq " Y , where π X and π Y are the canonical projections of XˆY onto X and Y , respectively. The collection of all correspondences between X and Y will be denoted RpX, Y q, abbreviated to R when the context is clear.
Example 8 (1-point correspondence). Let X be a set, and let tpu be the set with one point. Then there is a unique correspondence R " tpx, pq : x P Xu between X and tpu.
Example 9 (Diagonal correspondence). Let X " tx 1 , . . . , x n u and Y " ty 1 , . . . , y n u be two enumerated sets with the same cardinality. A useful correspondence is the diagonal correspondence, defined as ∆ :" tpx i , y i q : 1 ď i ď nu . When X and Y are infinite sets with the same cardinality, and ϕ : X Ñ Y is a given bijection, then we can write the diagonal correspondence as ∆ :" tpx, ϕpxqq : x P Xu .
Definition 10 (Distortion of a correspondence). Let pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q P N and let R P RpX, Y q. The distortion of R is given by:
Remark 10 (Composition of correspondences). Let pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q, pZ, ω Z q P N , and let R P RpX, Y q, S P RpY, Zq. Then we define:
R˝S :" tpx, zq P XˆZ | Dy, px, yq P R, py, zq P Su .
It can be verified that R˝S P RpX, Zq, and that dispR˝Sq ď dispRq`dispSq. In particular, we verify this fact in the proof of Lemma 12.
Definition 11 (The network distance d N ). Let pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q P N . We define the network distance between X and Y as follows:
When the context is clear, we will often write
We define the collection of optimal correspondences R opt between X and Y to be the collection tR P RpX, Y q : dispRq " 2d N pX, Y qu . This set is always nonempty when X, Y P FN : by finiteness, the inf { sup can be replaced by min { max. More interestingly, optimal correspondences also exist when X, Y are compact metric spaces [CM18a] .
Remark 11. We list some simple but important properties of d N .
(1) As stated in Theorem 1, d N is a metric on CN modulo weak isomorphism. 
Throughout this paper, we work to better understand the metric space pCN {-
is defined (abusing notation) as follows:
To check that d N is well-defined on rXs, rY s P CN { -w , let X 1 P rXs, Y 1 P rY s. Then:
where the second-to-last equality follows from the triangle inequality and the observation that
COMPLETENESS AND PRECOMPACTNESS
3.1. The completion of CN { -w . A very natural question regarding CN { -w is if it is complete. This indeed turns out to be the case, and its proof is the content of the current section.
Lemma 12. Let X 1 , . . . , X n P FN , and for each i " 1, . . . , n´1, let R i P RpX i , X i`1 q. Define
We proceed by induction, beginning with the base case n " 2. For convenience, write X :" X 1 , Y :" X 2 , and Z :" X 3 . Let px, zq, px 1 , z 1 q P R 1˝R2 . Let y P Y be such that px, yq P R 1 and py, zq P R 2 . Let y 1 P Y be such that px 1 , y 1 q P R 1 , py 1 , z 1 q P R 2 . Then we have:
This holds for any px, zq, px 1 , z 1 q P R˝S, and proves the claim. Suppose that the result holds for n " N P N. Write R 1 " R 1˝¨¨¨˝RN and R " R 1˝R N`1 . Since R 1 is itself a correspondence, applying the base case yields:
This proves the lemma.
Theorem 13. The completion of pFN {-
Proof. Let prX i sq iPN be a Cauchy sequence in FN {-w . First we wish to show this sequence converges in CN {-w . Note that pX i q iPN is a Cauchy sequence in FN , since the distance between two equivalence classes is given by the distance between any representatives. To show pX i q i converges, it suffices to show that a subsequence of pX i q i converges, so without loss of generality, suppose d N pX i , X i`1 q ă 2´i for each i. Then for each i, there exists R i P RpX i , X i`1 q such that dispR i q ď 2´i`1. Fix such a sequence pR i q iPN . For j ą i, define
By Lemma 12, dispR ij q ď dispR i q`dispR i`1 q`. . .`dispR j´1 q ď 2´i`2. Next define:
X :" tpx j q : px j , x j`1 q P R j for all j P Nu .
To see X ‰ ∅, let x 1 P X 1 , and use the (nonempty) correspondences to pick a sequence px 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .q. By construction, px i q P X.
Define ω X ppx j q, px 1 j" lim sup jÑ8 ω X j px j , x 1 j q. We claim that ω X is bounded, and thus is a real-valued weight function. To see this, let px j q, px 1 j q P X. Let j P N. Then we have:
But j was arbitrary. Thus we obtain:
Claim 1. pX, ω X q P CN . More specifically, X is a first countable compact topological space, and ω X is continuous with respect to the product topology on XˆX.
Proof of Claim 1. We equip ś iPN X i with the product topology. First note that the countable product ś iPN X i of first countable spaces is first countable. Any subspace of a first countable space is first countable, so X Ď ś iPN X i is first countable. By Tychonoff's theorem, ś iPN X i is compact. So to show that X is compact, we only need to show that it is closed.
If X " ś iPN X i , we would automatically know that X is compact. Suppose not, and let
Since X i has the discrete topology for each i P N, it follows that tx N u and tx N`1 u are open. Hence U is an open neighborhood of px i q iPN and is disjoint from ś iPN X i . It follows that p ś iPN X i q zX is open, hence X is closed and thus compact.
It remains to show that ω X is continuous. We will show that preimages of open sets in R under ω X are open. Let pa, bq Ď R, and suppose ω´1 X rpa, bqs is nonempty (otherwise, there is nothing to show). Let px i q iPN , px
Write r 1 :" minp|α´a|, |b´α|q, and define r :"
Consider the following open sets:
Next write A :" X X U and B :" X X V . Then A and B are open with respect to the subspace topology on X. Thus AˆB is open in XˆX. Note that px i q iPN P A and px 1 i q iPN P B. We wish to show that AˆB Ď ω´1 X rpa, bqs, so it suffices to show that ω X pA, Bq Ď pa, bq.
Let pz i q iPN P A and pz
Next let n P N, and note that:
Here the second to last inequality follows from Lemma 12. The preceding calculation holds for arbitrary n P N. It follows that:
and similarly lim sup iÑ8 ω X i pz i , z
This proves continuity of ω X .
Next we claim that
We wish to construct a correspondence S P RpX i , Xq. Let y P X i . We write x i " y and pick x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x i´1 , x i`1 , . . . such that px j , j`1 q P R j for each j P N. We denote this sequence by px j q x i "y , and note that by construction, it lies in X. Conversely, for any px j q P X, we simply pick its ith coordinate x i as a corresponding element in X i . We define:
S :" A Y B, where
Then S P RpX i , Xq. We claim that dispSq ď 2´i`2. Let z " py, px k qq, z 1 " py 1 , px 1 kP B. Let n P N, n ě i. Then we have:
This holds for arbitrary n ě i. It follows that we have:
k qq| ď 2´i`2. Similar inequalities hold for z, z 1 P A, and for z P A, z 1 P B. Thus dispSq ď 2´i`2. It follows that d N pX i , Xq ď 2´i`1. Thus the sequence prX i sq i converges to rXs P CN {-w . Finally, we need to check that pCN {-w , d N q is complete. Let prY n sq n be a Cauchy sequence in CN {-w . For each n, let rX n s P FN {-w be such that d N prX n s, rY n sq ă 1 n . Let ε ą 0. Then for sufficiently large m and n, we have:
Thus prX n sq n is a Cauchy sequence in FN {-w . By applying what we have shown above, this sequence converges to some rXs P CN {-w . By applying the triangle inequality, we see that the sequence prY n sq n also converges to rXs. This shows completeness, and concludes the proof.
The result of Theorem 13 can be summarized as follows:
The limit of a convergent sequence of finite networks is a compact topological space with a continuous weight function.
Remark 14. The technique of composed correspondences used in the preceding proof can also be used to show that the collection of isometry classes of compact metric spaces endowed with the Gromov-Hausdorff distance is a complete metric space. Standard proofs of this fact [Pet06, §10] do not use correspondences, relying instead on a method of endowing metrics on disjoint unions of spaces and then computing Hausdorff distances.
Remark 15. In the proof of Theorem 13, note that the construction of the limit is dependent upon the initial choice of optimal correspondences. However, all such limits obtained from different choices of optimal correspondences belong to the same weak isomorphism class.
Completeness of CN { -w gives us a first useful criterion for convergence of networks. Ideally, we would also want a criterion for convergence along the lines of sequential compactness. In the setting of compact metric spaces, Gromov's Precompactness Theorem implies that the topology induced by the Gromov-Hausdorff distance admits many precompact families of compact metric spaces (i.e. collections whose closure is compact) [Gro81, BBI01, Pet06] . Any sequence in such a precompact family has a subsequence converging to some limit point of the family. In the next section, we extend these results to the setting of networks. Namely, we show that that there are many families of compact networks that are precompact under the metric topology induced by d N .
Precompact families in CN {-
w . We begin this section with some definitions.
Definition 12 (Diameter for networks, [CM17] ). For any network pX, ω X q, define diampXq :" sup x,x 1 PX |ω X px, x 1 q|. For compact networks, the sup is replaced by max.
Definition 13. A family F of weak isomorphism classes of compact networks is uniformly approximable if: (1) there exists D ě 0 such that for every rXs P F, we have diampXq ď D, and (2) for every ε ą 0, there exists N pεq P N such that for each rXs P F, there exists a finite network Y satisfying cardpY q ď N pεq and d N pX, Y q ă ε.
Remark 16. The preceding definition is an analogue of the definition of uniformly totally bounded families of compact metric spaces [BBI01, Definition 7.4.13], which is used in formulating the precompactness result in the metric space setting. A family of compact metric spaces is said to be uniformly totally bounded if there exists D P R`such that each space has diameter bounded above by D, and for any ε ą 0 there exists N ε P N such that each space in the family has an ε-net with cardinality bounded above by N ε . Recall that given a metric space pX, d X q and ε ą 0, a subset S Ď X is an ε-net if for any point x P X, we have Bpx, εq X S ‰ ∅. Such an ε-net satisfies the nice property that d GH pX, Sq ă ε [BBI01, 7.3.11]. Thus an ε-net is an ε-approximation of the underlying metric space in the Gromov-Hausdorff distance.
Theorem 17. Let F be a uniformly approximable family in CN { -w . Then F is precompact, i.e. any sequence in F contains a subsequence that converges in CN { -w .
Our proof is modeled on the proof of an analogous result for compact metric spaces proposed by Gromov [Gro81] . We use one external fact [CM17, stability of diam]: for compact networks X, Y such that d N pX, Y q ă ε, we have diampXq ď diampY q`2ε.
Proof of Theorem 17. Let D ě 0 be such that diampXq ď D for each rXs P F. It suffices to prove that F is totally bounded, because Theorem 13 gives completeness, and these two properties together imply precompactness. Let ε ą 0. We need to find a finite family G Ď CN { -w such that for every rF s P F, there exists rGs P G with d N pF, Gq ă ε. Define:
A :" tA P FN : cardpAq ď N pε{2q, d N pA, F q ă ε{2 for some rF s P Fu .
Each element of A is an nˆn matrix, where 1 ď n ď N pε{2q. For each A P A, there exists rF s P F with d N pA, F q ă ε{2, and by the fact stated above, we have diampAq ď diampF q2 pε{2q ď D`ε. Thus the matrices in A have entries in r´D´ε, D`εs. Let N " 1 be such that:
and write the refinement of r´D´ε, D`εs into N pieces as:
A i , where each A i consists of the iˆi matrices of A. For each i define:
" tpG p1ďp,qďi : G pq P W u , the iˆi matrices with entries in W .
Let G " Ů N pε{2q
i"1 G i and note that this is a finite collection. Furthermore, for each A i P A i , there exists G i P G i such that
Taking the diagonal correspondence between A i and G i , it follows that d N pA i , G i q ă ε{2. Hence for any rF s P F, there exists A P A and G P G such that
This shows that F is totally bounded, and concludes the proof.
GEODESIC STRUCTURE ON CN {-w
Thus far, we have motivated our discussion of compact networks by viewing them as limiting objects of finite networks. By the results of the preceding section, we know that pCN {-w , d N q is complete and obeys a well-behaved compactness criterion. In this section, we prove that this metric space is also geodesic, i.e. any two compact networks can be joined by a rectifiable curve with length equal to the distance between the two networks.
Geodesic spaces can have a variety of practical implications. For example, geodesic spaces that are also complete and locally compact are proper (i.e. any closed, bounded subset is compact), by virtue of the Hopf-Rinow theorem [BBI01, §2.5.3]. Any probability measure with finite second moment supported on such a space has a barycenter [Oht12, Lemma 3.2], i.e. a "center of mass". Conceivably, such a result can be applied to a compact, geodesically convex region of pCN {-w , d N q to compute an "average" network from a collection of networks. Such a result is of interest in statistical inference, e.g. when one wishes to represent a noisy collection of networks by a single network. Similar results on barycenters of geodesic spaces can be found in [GL15, LNZ16] . We leave a treatment of this topic from a probabilistic framework as future work, and only use this vignette to motivate the results in this section.
We begin with some definitions.
Definition 14 (Curves and geodesics).
A curve on N joining pX, ω X q to pY, ω Y q is any continuous map γ : r0, 1s Ñ N such that γp0q " pX, ω X q and γp1q " pY, ω Y q. We will write a curve on FN (resp. a curve on CN ) to mean that the image of γ is contained in FN (resp. CN ). Such a curve is called a geodesic [BH11, §I.1] between X and Y if for all s, t P r0, 1s one has:
A metric space is called a geodesic space if any two points can be connected by a geodesic.
The following theorem is a useful result about geodesics:
, Theorem 2.4.16). Let pX, d X q be a complete metric space. If for any x, x 1 P X there exists a midpoint z such that d X px, zq " d X pz, yq " 1 2 d X px, yq, then X is geodesic.
As a first step towards showing that CN {-w is geodesic, we show that the collection of finite networks forms a geodesic space.
Theorem 19. The metric space pFN {-w , d N q is a geodesic space. More specifically, let rXs, rY s P pFN {-w , d N q. Then, for any R P R opt pX, Y q, we can construct a geodesic γ R : r0, 1s Ñ FN {-w between rXs and rY s as follows:
Y qs, and γ R ptq :" rpR, ω γ R ptq qs for t P p0, 1q, where for each px, yq, px 1 , y 1 q P R and t P p0, 1q,
Proof. Let rXs, rY s P FN {-w . We will show the existence of a curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ FN such that γp0q " pX, ω X q, γp1q " pY, ω Y q, and for all s, t P r0, 1s,
Note that this yields d N prγpsqs, rγptqsq " |t´s|¨d N prXs, rY sq for all s, t P r0, 1s, which is what we need to show.
Let R P R opt pX, Y q, i.e. let R be a correspondence such that dispRq " 2d N pX, Y q. For each t P p0, 1q define γptq :"`R, ω γptq˘, where ω γptq`p x, yq, px 1 , y 1 q˘:" p1´tq¨ω X px, x 1 q`t¨ω Y py, y 1 q for all px, yq, px 1 , y 1 q P R.
Also define γp0q " pX, ω X q and γp1q " pY, ω Y q.
Claim 2. For any s, t P r0, 1s,
Suppose for now that Claim 2 holds. We further claim that this implies, for all s, t P r0, 1s,
To see this, assume towards a contradiction that there exist s 0 ă t 0 such that :
Thus it suffices to show Claim 2. There are three cases: (i) s, t P p0, 1q, (ii) s " 0, t P p0, 1q, and (iii) s P p0, 1q, t " 1. The latter two cases are similar, so we just prove (i) and (ii). For (i), fix s, t P p0, 1q. Notice that ∆ :" diagpRˆRq :" tpr, rq : r P Ru is a correspondence in RpR, Rq. disp∆q ď |t´s|¨d N pX, Y q. For (ii), fix s " 0, t P p0, 1q. Define R X " tpx, px, yqq : px, yq P Ru. Then R X is a correspondence in RpX, Rq.
is similar. This proves Claim 2, and the result follows.
Notice that a key step in the preceding theorem was to choose an optimal correspondence between two finite networks. This may not be possible, in general, for compact networks. However, using the additional results on precompactness and completeness of CN {-w , we are able to obtain the desired geodesic structure in Theorem 20. The proof is similar to the one used by the authors of [INT15] to prove that the metric space of isometry classes of compact metric spaces endowed with the Gromov-Hausdorff distance is geodesic.
Theorem 20. The complete metric space pCN {-w , d N q is geodesic.
Proof. Let rXs, rY s P CN {-w . It suffices to find a geodesic between X and Y , because the distance between any two equivalence classes is given by the distance between any two representatives, and hence we will obtain a geodesic between rXs and rY s.
Let pX n q n , pY n q n be sequences in FN such that d N pX n , Xq ă 1 n and d N pY n , Y q ă 1 n for each n. For each n, let R n be an optimal correspondence between X n and Y n , endowed with the weight function ω n ppx, yq, pa, bqq " 1 2 ω Xn px, aq`1 2 ω Xn py, bq. By the proof of Theorem 19, the network pR n , ω n q is a midpoint of X n and Y n .
Claim 3. The collection tR n : n P Nu is precompact.
Assume for now that Claim 3 is true. Then we can pick a sequence pR n q that converges to some R P CN . Then we obtain:
Furthermore, equality holds in both inequalities, because we would get a contradiction otherwise. Thus R is a midpoint of X and Y , and moreover, rRs is a midpoint of rXs and rY s. The result now follows by an application of Theorem 18.
It remains to prove Claim 3. By Theorem 17, it suffices to show that tR n u is uniformly approximable.
Since d N pX n , Xq Ñ 0 and d N pY n , Y q Ñ 0, we can choose D ą 0 large enough so that diampX n q ď , and write N pεq " max nďN cardpR n q. We wish to show that every R n is ε-approximable by a finite network with cardinality up to N pεq. For any n ď N , we know R n approximates itself, and cardpR n q ď N pεq. Next let n ą N . It will suffice to show that R n is ε-approximable by R N .
Let S, T be optimal correspondences between X n , X N and Y n , Y N respectively. Note that 1 , y 1 q P R NˆRn : px, x 1 q P S, py, y 1 q P T u .
Observe that since S and T are correspondences, Q is a correspondence between R N and R n . Next we calculate dispQq: 
This shows that any R n can be ε-approximated by a network having up to N pεq points. Thus tR n u is uniformly approximable, hence precompact. Thus Claim 3 and the result follow.
Remark 21. Consider the collection of compact metric spaces endowed with the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. This collection can be viewed as a subspace of pCN {-w , d N q. It is known (via a proof relying on Theorem 18) that this restricted metric space is geodesic [INT15] . Furthermore, it was proved in [CM18a] that an optimal correspondence always exists in this setting, and that such a correspondence can be used to construct explicit geodesics instead of resorting to Theorem 18. The key technique used in [CM18a] was to take a convergent sequence of increasingly-optimal correspondences, use a result about compact metric spaces called Blaschke's theorem [BBI01, Theorem 7.3.8] to show that the limiting object is closed, and then use metric properties such as the Hausdorff distance to guarantee that this limiting object is indeed a correspondence. A priori, such techniques cannot be readily adapted to the network setting, and while one can obtain a convergent sequence of increasingly-optimal correspondences, the obstruction lies in showing that the limiting object is indeed a correspondence. This is why we use the indirect proof via Theorem 18.
Remark 22 (Branching and deviant geodesics). It is important to note that there exist geodesics in CN {-
w that deviate from the straight-line form given by Theorem 19. Even in the setting of compact metric spaces, there exist infinite families of branching and deviant geodesics [CM18a] .
MOTIF RECONSTRUCTION AND SKELETONS: THE CASE OF COMPACT NETWORKS
In this section, we present our result connecting weak isomorphism, equality of motif sets, and strong isomorphism between skeleta (Theorem 35). The results that we have presented so far have all relied on properties of the d N formulation, independent of the intrinsic topological properties of the associated networks. In particular, for a network pX, ω X q, we required only the minimal amount of coupling between the topology of X and the weight function ω X given by the assertion that ω X is continuous. For the results in this section, however, we need to introduce a stronger coupling between ω X and the topology on X.
Recall that we often write x n Ñ x to mean that a sequence px n q nPN in a topological space X is converging to x P X, i.e. any open set containing x contains all but finitely many of the x n terms. We also often write "px n q nPN is eventually inside A Ď X" to mean that x n P A for all but finitely many n. Also recall that given a subspace Z Ď X equipped with the subspace topology, we say that a particular toplogical property (e.g. convergence or openness) holds relative Z or rel Z if it holds in the set Z equipped with the subspace topology. Throughout this section, we use the "relative" terminology extensively as a bookkeeping device to keep track of the subspace with respect to which some topological property holds.
Definition 15. Let pX, ω X q P N . We say that X has a coherent topology if the following axioms are satisfied for any subnetwork Z of X equipped with the subspace topology:
A1: A set A Ď Z is open rel Z if and only if for any sequence px n q nPN in Z converging rel Z to a point x P A, there exists N P N such that x n P A for all n ě N . A2: A sequence px n q nPN in Z converges rel Z to a point x P Z if and only if ω X px n , ‚q| Z unif.
ÝÝÑ ω X px, ‚q| Z and ω X p‚, x n q| Z unif.
ÝÝÑ ω X p‚, xq| Z . Axiom A1 is a characterization of open sets in first countable spaces; we mention it explicitly for easy reference. Axiom A2 gives a characterization of convergence (and hence of the open sets, via A1) in terms of the given weight function. Note that A2 is not a strong assumption: for example, it does not discount the possibility of a sequence converging to non-unique limits, it does not force a space to be Hausdorff, and it does not force convergent sequences to be Cauchy.
Remark 23 (Heredity of coherence). An alternative formulation of a coherent topology-without invoking the "any subnetwork Z of X" terminology-would be to say that X satisfies A2, and that A2 is hereditary, meaning that any subspace also satisfies A2. Note that first countability is hereditary, so any subspace of X automatically satisfies A1.
Remark 24 (Relation to Kuratowski embedding). In the setting of a metric space pX, d X q, the map X Ñ C b pXq given by x Þ Ñ d X px, ‚q is an isometry known as the Kuratowski embedding. Here C b pXq is the space of bounded, continuous functions on X equipped with the uniform norm. Since this is an isometry, we know that
In the setting of a general network pX, ω X q, we do not start with a notion of convergence of the form x n Ñ x. However, by continuity of ω X , we are able to use the language of convergence in C b pXq. The intuition behind Axiom A2 is to use convergence in C b pXq to induce a notion of convergence in X, with the appropriate adjustments needed for the asymmetry of ω X .
We use the name "coherent" because it was used in the context of describing the coupling between a metric-like function and its topology as far back as in [PC18] .
Remark 25 (Examples of coherent topologies). Let pX, d X q be a compact metric space. Axioms A1-A2 hold in X by properties of the metric topology and the triangle inequality. Let pZ, d Z q denote a metric subspace equipped with the restriction of d X . Any subspace of a first countable space is first countable, so Z is first countable and thus satisfies A1. Axiom A2 holds for Z by the triangle inequality of d Z . Thus the metric topology on pX, d X q is coherent.
The network N 2`α β γ δ˘w here α, β, γ, δ are all distinct is a minimal example of an asymmetric network with a coherent topology. In general, for a topology on a finite network to be coherent, it needs to be coarser than the discrete topology. Consider the network N 2 p 1 1 1 1 q on node set tp, qu. If we assume that the constant sequence pp, p, . . .q converges to q in the sense of Axiom A2, then tqu cannot be open for Axiom A1 to be satisfied. However, the trivial topology t∅, tp, quu is coherent. More generally, the discrete topology on the skeleton skpXq of any finite network X (defined below in §5.1) is coherent.
The directed network with finite reversibility p S 1 , ω S 1 ,ρ q described in §2.2 is a compact, asymmetric network with a coherent topology.
By imposing some control on topology, we are now able to talk about continuous maps between compact networks. The following proposition recovers the familiar notion that isometric maps between metric spaces are continuous.
Proposition 26. Let pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q be networks with coherent topologies. Suppose f : X Ñ Y is a weight-preserving map. Then f is continuous.
Proof. Let V
1 be an open subset of Y , and write V :"
Then V is open rel f pXq. We need to show that U :" f´1pV 1 q " f´1pV q is open. Let x P U , and suppose px n q n is a sequence in X converging to x. Then f px n q Ñ f pxq rel f pXq. To see this, note that }ω Y pf px n q, ‚q| f pXq´ωY pf pxq, ‚q| f pXq } " }ω Y pf px n q, f p‚qq| X´ωY pf pxq, f p‚qq| X } " }ω X px n , ‚q´ω X px, ‚q}, and the latter converges to 0 uniformly by Axiom A2 for X. Similarly, }ω Y p, f px n qq| f pXqώ Y p‚, f pxqq| f pXq } converges to 0 uniformly. Thus by Axiom A2 for f pXq, we have f px n q Ñ f pxq rel f pXq. But then there must exist N P N such that f px n q P V for all n ě N . Then x n P U for all n ě N . Thus U is open rel X by A1. This concludes the proof.
5.1. The skeleton of a compact network. We now define the skeleton of a compact network and prove that it is terminal in the sense of Definition 6.
Definition 16 (An equivalence relation and a quotient space). Let pX, ω X q P N . Define the equivalence relation " as follows:
x " x 1 iff ω X px, zq " ω X px 1 , zq and ω X pz, xq " ω X pz, x 1 q for all z P X.
Next define σ : X Ñ X{ " to be the canonical map sending any x P X to its equivalence class rxs P X{ ". Also define ω X{" prxs, rx 1 sq :" ω X px, x 1 q for rxs, rx 1 s P X{ ". To check that this map is well-defined, let a, a 1 P X be such that a " x and a 1 " x 1 . Then,
where the first equality holds because a " x, and the second equality holds because a 1 " x 1 . We equip X{ " with the quotient topology, i.e. a set is open in X{ " if and only if its preimage under σ is open in X. Then σ is a surjective, continuous map.
Observe that when X is compact, X{ " is the continuous image of a compact space and so is compact. In general, first countability of a topological space is not preserved under a surjective continuous map, but it is preserved when the surjective, continuous map is also open [SS78, p. 27].
The following proposition gives a sufficient condition on X which will ensure that X{ " is first countable.
Proposition 27. Suppose pX, ω X q P N has a coherent topology. Then the map σ : X Ñ X{ " is an open map, i.e. it maps open sets to open sets.
Proof of Proposition 27. Let U Ď X be open. We need to show σ´1pσpUis open. For convenience, define V :" σ´1pσpU qq. Let v P V . Then σpvq " rvs " rxs for some x P U .
Let pv n q nPN be any sequence in X such that v n Ñ v rel X. We first show that v n Ñ x rel X. We know ω X pv n , ‚q unif.
ÝÝÑ ω X pv, ‚q and ω X p‚, v n q unif.
ÝÝÑ ω X p‚, vq by Axiom A2. But ω X pv, ‚q " ω X px, ‚q and ω X p‚, vq " ω X p‚, xq, because x " v. By A2, we then have v n Ñ x rel X. But then there exists N P N such that v n P U Ď V for all n ě N . This shows that any sequence pv n q in X converging rel X to an arbitrary point v P V must eventually be in V . Thus V is open rel X, by Axiom A1. This concludes the proof.
Definition 17 (The skeleton of a compact network). Suppose pX, ω X q P CN has a coherent topology. The skeleton of X is defined to be pskpXq, ω skpXP CN , where skpXq :" X{ ", and ω skpXq prxs, rx 1 sq :" ω X px, x 1 q for all rxs, rx 1 s P skpXq.
Observe that skpXq is compact because X is compact, and first countable by Proposition 27 and the fact that the image of first countable space under an open, surjective, and continuous map is also first countable [SS78, p. 27]. Furthermore, ω skpXq is well defined by the definition of ".
The following lemma summarizes useful facts about weight preserving maps and the relation ".
Lemma 28. Let pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q P N , and let f : X Ñ Y be a weight preserving surjection. Then,
(1) f preserves equivalence classes of ", i.e. x " x 1 for x, x 1 P X iff f pxq " f px 1 q. (2) f preserves weights between equivalence classes, i.e. ω X{" prxs, rx 1 sq " ω Y {" prf pxqs, rf px 1 qsq for any rxs, rx 1 s P X{ ".
Proof of Lemma 28. For the first assertion, let x " x 1 for some x, x 1 P X. We wish to show f pxq " f px 1 q. Let y P Y , and write y " f pzq for some z P X. Then,
Similarly we have ω Y py, f pxqq " ω Y py, f px 1for any y P Y . Thus f pxq " f px 1 q. Conversely suppose f pxq " f px 1 q. Let z P X. Then,
and similarly we get ω X pz, xq " ω X pz, x 1 q. Thus x " x 1 . This proves the first assertion. The second assertion holds by definition:
The following proposition shows that skeletons inherit the property of coherence.
Proposition 29. Let pX, ω X q be a compact network with a coherent topology. The quotient topology on pskpXq, ω skpXis also coherent.
Proof of Proposition 29. Let Z be any subnetwork of skpXq. Axiom A1 holds for any first countable space, and we have already shown that skpXq is first countable. Any subspace of a first countable space is first countable, so Z satisfies A1.
Next we verify Axiom A2. We begin with the "if" statement. Let rxs P Z and let prx n sq n be some sequence in Z. Suppose we have ω skpXq prx n s, r‚sq| Z unif.
ÝÝÑ ω skpXq prxs, r‚sq| Z , ω skpXq pr‚s, rx n sq| Z unif.
ÝÝÑ ω skpXq pr‚s, rxsq| Z .
Then we also have the following:
unif.
ÝÝÑ ω X px, ‚q| σ´1pZq , ω X p‚, x n q| σ´1pZq unif.
ÝÝÑ ω X p‚, xq| σ´1pZq .
Since X is coherent and σ´1pZq is a subnetwork, it follows by Axiom A2 that x n Ñ x rel σ´1pZq. Let V Ď Z be an open set rel Z containing rxs. We wish to show rx n s Ñ rxs rel Z, so it suffices to show that V contains all but finitely many of the rx n s terms. Since Z has the subspace topology, we know that
Then U is open rel σ´1pZq. Since x n Ñ x rel σ´1pZq, all but finitely many of the x n terms belong to U . Thus all but finitely many of the rx n s terms belong to V . Thus rx n s Ñ rxs rel Z.
Now we show the "only if" statement. First we invoke the Axiom of Choice to pick a representative from each equivalence class of X{ ". We denote this collection of representatives by Y and give it the subspace topology. Define τ :" σ| Y . Then τ : Y Ñ skpXq is a bijection given by x Þ Ñ rxs. By the discussion following Definition 15, we know that Y is coherent.
Let prx n sq n be a sequence in Z converging rel Z to some rxs P Z. First we show x n Ñ x rel Y . Let A Ď Y be an open set rel Y containing x. Then τ pAq is an open set rel τ pY q " skpXq containing rxs (Proposition 27). In particular, τ pAq X Z is open rel Z. Thus prx n sq n is eventually inside τ pAq X Z, in particular τ pAq, by the definition of convergence rel Z. Because τ is a bijection, we have that px n q n " pτ´1prx n sq n is eventually inside A. Thus any open set rel Y containing x also contains all but finitely many terms of px n q n . It follows by the definition of convergence that
Since Y is coherent, it follows by Axiom A2 that we have ω X px n , ‚q| Y unif.
ÝÝÑ ω X px, ‚q| Y and ω X p‚, x n q| Y unif.
ÝÝÑ ω X p‚, xq| Y . By the definition of ", we then have:
ÝÝÑ ω X px, ‚q| Y " ω skpXq prxs, r‚sq.
Similarly we have ω skpXq pr‚s, rx n sq unif.
ÝÝÑ ω skpXq pr‚s, rxsq. This shows the "only if" statement. This verifies Axiom A2 for Z. Since Z Ď skpXq was arbitrary, this concludes the proof.
In addition to coherence, the skeleton has the following useful property.
Proposition 30. Let pX, ω X q be a compact network with a coherent topology. Then pskpXq, ω skpXis Hausdorff.
Proof of Proposition 30. Let rxs ‰ rx 1 s P skpXq. By first countability, we take a countable open neighborhood base tU n : n P Nu of rxs such that U 1 Ě U 2 Ě U 3 . . . (if necessary, we replace U n by X n i"1 U i ). Similarly, we take a countable open neighborhood base tV n : n P Nu of rx 1 s such that V 1 Ě V 2 Ě V 3 . . .. To show that skpXq is Hausdorff, it suffices to show that there exists n P N such that U n X V n " ∅.
Towards a contradiction, suppose U n XV n ‰ ∅ for each n P N. For each n P N, let ry n s P U n XV n . Any open set containing rxs contains U N for some N P N, and thus contains ry n s for all n ě N . Thus ry n s Ñ rxs rel skpXq. Similarly, ry n s Ñ rx 1 s rel skpXq. Because skpXq has a coherent topology (Proposition 29) and thus satisfies Axiom A2, we then have:
ω skpXq prx 1 s, r‚sq " unif lim n ω skpXq pry n s, r‚sq " ω skpXq prxs, r‚sq, ω skpXq pr‚s, rx 1 sq " unif lim n ω skpXq pr‚s, ry n sq " ω skpXq pr‚s, rxsq.
But then x " x 1 and so rxs " rx 1 s, a contradiction.
We are now ready to prove that skeletons are terminal, in the sense of Definition 6 (also recall Definitions 4 and 5).
Theorem 31 (Skeletons are terminal). Let pX, ω X q P CN be such that the topology on X is coherent. Then pskpXq, ω skpXP CN is terminal in ppXq.
Proof of Theorem 31. Let Y P ppXq. Let f : X Ñ Y be a weight preserving surjection. We first prove that there exists a weight preserving surjection g : Y Ñ skpXq.
Since f is surjective, for each y P Y we can write y " f px y q for some x y P X. Then define g : Y Ñ skpXq by gpyq :" rx y s.
To see that g is surjective, let rxs P skpXq. Write y " f pxq. Then there exists x y P X such that f px y q " y and gpyq " rx y s. Since f preserves equivalence classes (Lemma 28) and f px y q " f pxq, we have x " x y . Thus rx y s " rxs, and so gpyq " rxs.
To see that g preserves weights, let y, y 1 P Y . Then,
This proves that the skeleton satisfies the first condition for being terminal. Next suppose g : Y Ñ skpXq and h : Y Ñ skpXq are two weight preserving surjections. We wish to show h " ψ˝g for some ψ P AutpskpXqq.
For each rxs P skpXq, we use the surjectivity of g to pick y x P Y such that gpy x q " rxs. Then we define ψ : skpXq Ñ skpXq by ψprxsq " ψpgpy x:" hpy x q.
To see that ψ is surjective, let rxs P skpXq. Since h is surjective, there exists y 1
x P Y such that hpy 1 x q " rxs. Write rus " gpy 1 x q. We have already chosen y u such that gpy u q " rus. Since g preserves equivalence classes (Lemma 28), it follows that y 1 x " y u . Then, ψprusq " ψpgpy u" hpy u q " hpy 1 x q " rxs, where the second-to-last equality holds because h preserves equivalence classes (Lemma 28).
To see that ψ is injective, let rxs, rx 1 s P skpXq be such that ψprxsq " hpy x q " hpy x 1 q " ψprx 1 sq. Since h preserves equivalence classes (Lemma 28), we have y x " y x 1 . Next, gpy x q " rxs and gpy x 1 q " rx 1 s by the choices we made earlier.
Since y x " y x 1 and g preserves clusters, we have gpy x q " gpy 1 x q. Thus rxs " rx 1 s. Next we wish to show that ψ preserves weights. Let rxs, rx 1 s P skpXq. Then, ω skpXq pψprxsq, ψprx 1 sqq " ω skpXq phpy x q, hpy x 1" ω Y py x , y x 1 q " ω skpXq pgpy x q, gpy x 1" ω skpXq prxs, rx 1 sq.
Thus ψ is a bijective, weight preserving automorphism of skpXq. Finally we wish to show that h " ψ˝g. Let y P Y , and write gpyq " rxs for some x P X. Since g preserves equivalence classes (Lemma 28), we have y " y x , where gpy x q " rxs. Then, ψpgpyqq " ψprxsq " ψpgpy x" hpy x q " hpyq, where the last equality holds because h preserves equivalence classes (Lemma 28). Thus for each y P Y , we have hpyq " ψpgpyqq. This shows that the skeleton satisfies the second condition for being terminal. We conclude the proof. 5.2. Reconstruction via motifs and skeletons. Our goal in this section is to prove that weak isomorphism, equality of motif sets, and strong isomorphism between skeleta are equivalent in the setting of compact networks with coherent topologies. However, we need to preface this theorem by proving some preparatory results.
Proposition 32. Let pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q be compact networks such that M n pXq " M n pY q for all n P N. Suppose X contains a countable subset S X . Then there exists a weight-preserving map f : S X Ñ Y .
Proof of Proposition 32. We proceed via a diagonal argument. Write S X " tx 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , . . .u. For each n P N, let f n : S X Ñ Y be a map that preserves weights on tx 1 , . . . , x n u. Such a map exists by the assumption that M n pXq " M n pY q.
Since Y is first countable and compact, hence sequentially compact, the sequence pf n px 1n has a convergent subsequence; we write this as pf 1,n px 1n . Since f k is weight-preserving on tx 1 , x 2 u for k ě 2, we know that f 1,n is weight-preserving on tx 1 , x 2 u for n ě 2. Using sequential compactness again, we have that pf 1,n px 2n has a convergent subsequence pf 2,n px 2n . This sequence converges at both x 1 and x 2 , and f 2,n is weight-preserving on tx 1 , x 2 u for n ě 2. Proceeding in this way, we obtain the diagonal sequence pf n,n q n which converges pointwise on S X . Furthermore, for any n P N, f k,k is weight-preserving on tx 1 , . . . , x n u for k ě n.
Next define f : S X Ñ Y by setting f pxq :" lim n f n,n pxq for each x P S X . It remains to show that f is weight-preserving. Let x n , x m P S X , and let k ě maxpm, nq. Then ω X px n , x m q " ω Y pf k,k px n q, f k,k px m qq. Using (sequential) continuity of ω Y , we then have:
In the second equality above, we used the fact that a sequence converges in the product topology iff the components converge. Since x n , x m P S X were arbitrary, this concludes the proof.
Proposition 33. Let pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q be compact networks. Suppose f : S X Ñ Y is a weightpreserving function defined on a countable dense subset S X Ď X. Then f extends to a weightpreserving map on X.
Proof of Proposition 33. Let x P XzS X . By first countability, we take a countable neighborhood base tU n : n P Nu of x such that U 1 Ě U 2 Ě U 3 . . . (if necessary, we replace U n by X n i"1 U i ). For each n P N, let x n P U n X S X . Then x n Ñ x. To see this, let U be any open set containing x. Then U n Ď U for some n P N, and so x k P U n Ď U for all k ě n.
Because Y is compact and first countable, hence sequentially compact, the sequence pf px nn has a convergent subsequence; let y be its limit. Define f pxq " y. Extend f to all of X this way.
We need to verify that f is weight-preserving. Let x, x 1 P X. Invoking the definition of f , let px n q n , px 1 n q n be sequences in S X converging to x, x 1 such that f px n q Ñ f pxq and f px 1 n q Ñ f px 1 q. By sequential continuity and the standard result that a sequence converges in the product topology iff the components converge, we have
Let ε ą 0. By the previous observation, fix N P N such that for all n ě N , we have |ω Y pf px n q, f px 1 n qq´ω Y pf pxq, f px 1 qq| ă ε and |ω X px n , x 1 n q´ω X px, x 1 q| ă ε. Then,
Thus ω X px, x 1 q " ω Y pf pxq, f px 1 qq. Since x, x 1 P X were arbitrary, this concludes the proof.
The next result generalizes the result that an isometric embedding of a compact metric space into itself is automatically surjective [BBI01, Theorem 1.6.14]. However, before presenting the theorem we first discuss an auxiliary construction that is used in its proof.
Definition 18 (The canonical pseudometric of a network). Let pX, ω X q be any network. For any subset A Ď X, define Γ A : XˆX Ñ R`by
Then Γ A satisfies symmetry, triangle inequality, and Γ A px, xq " 0 for all x P X. Thus Γ A is a pseudometric on X. Moreover, Γ A is a bona fide metric on skpAq. The construction is "canonical" because it does not rely on any coupling between the topology of X and ω X : even the continuity of ω X is not necessary for this construction. Next, for any E Ď X and any y P X, define Γ A py, Eq :" inf y 1 PE Γ A py, y 1 q. Then Γ A p‚, Eq behaves as a proxy for the "distance to a set" function, where the set is fixed to be E.
Theorem 34. Let pX, ω X q be a compact network with a coherent, Hausdorff topology. Suppose f : X Ñ X is a weight-preserving map. Then f is surjective.
Proof of Theorem 34. Towards a contradiction, suppose f pXq ‰ X. By Proposition 26, f is continuous. Define X 0 :" X, and X n :" f pX n´1 q for each n P N. The continuous image of a compact space is compact, and compact subspaces of a Hausdorff space are closed. Thus we obtain a decreasing sequence of nonempty compact sets X 0 Ě X 1 Ě X 2 Ě . . .. Then Z :" X nPN X n is nonempty and compact, hence closed.
We now break up the proof up into several claims.
To see this, first note that f pX nPN X n q Ď X nPN f pX n q Ď Z. Next let v P Z. For each n P N, let u n P X n be such that f pu n q " v. Since singletons in a Hausdorff space are closed, we know that tvu is closed. By continuity, it follows that f´1ptvuq is closed.
By sequential compactness, the sequence pu n q n has a convergent subsequence that converges to some limit u. Since each u n P f´1ptvuq and a closed set contains its limit points, we then have u P f´1ptvuq. Thus f puq " v, and v P f pZq. Hence Z " f pZq. This proves the claim.
Let x P X 0 zX 1 . Define x 0 :" x, and for each n P N, define x n :" f px n´1 q. Then px n q n is a sequence in the sequentially compact space X, and so it has a convergent subsequence px n k q k . Let z be the limit of this subsequence.
Claim 5. z P Z.
To see this, suppose towards a contradiction that z R Z. Then there exists N P N such that z R X N . Since X N is closed, we have that XzX N is open. By the definition of convergence, XzX N contains all but finitely many terms of the sequence px n k q k . But each x n k belongs to X n k , which is a subset of X N for sufficiently large k. Thus infinitely many terms of the sequence px n k q k belong to X N , a contradiction. Hence z P Z. Now we invoke the Γ ‚ construction as in Definition 18.
Claim 6. For any E Ď X and any y P E, Γ E py, Zq " Γ f pEq pf pyq, f pZqq.
To see this claim, fix y P E. Let v P f pZq. Then v " f py 1 q for some y 1 P Z, and Γ f pEq pf pyq, vq " Γ E py, y 1 q. To see the latter assertion, let u P f pEq; then u " f py 2 q for some y 2 P E. Because f is weight-preserving, we then have: |ω X pf pyq, uq´ω X pv, uq| " |ω X pf pyq, f py 2 qq´ω X pf py 1 q, f py 2 qq| " |ω X py, y 2 q´ω X py 1 , y 2 q|, |ω X pu, f pyqq´ω X pu, vq| " |ω X pf py 2 q, f pyqq´ω X pf py 2 q, f py 1 qq| " |ω X py 2 , yq´ω X py 2 , y 1 q|.
The preceding equalities show that for each v P f pZq, there exists y 1 P Z such that Γ f pEq pf pyq, vq " Γ E py, y 1 q. Conversely, for any y 1 P Z, we have Γ f pEq pf pyq, f py 1" Γ E py, y 1 q. It follows that Γ f pEq pf pyq, f pZqq " Γ E py, Zq.
Claim 7. Γ X px, Zq " 0.
To see this, assume towards a contradiction that Γ X px, Zq " ε ą 0 (Γ X is positive by definition). Since f pZq " Z, we have by the preceding claim that Γ X px, Zq " Γ f pXq pf pxq, Zq " . . . " Γ f n pXq pf n pxq, Zq for each n P N. In particular, for any k P N, ε " Γ f n k pXq pf n k pxq, Zq ď Γ f n k pXq pf n k pxq, zq ď Γ X pf n k pxq, zq.
Here the first inequality follows because the left hand side includes an infimum over z P Z, and the second inequality holds because the right hand side includes a supremum over a larger set. Since x n k Ñ z rel X, we have by Axiom A2 that }ω X px n k , ‚q´ω X pz, ‚q} unif.
ÝÝÑ 0, }ω X p‚, x n k q´ω X p‚, zq} unif.
ÝÝÑ 0.
Thus for large enough k, we have: sup yPX |ω X px n k , yq´ω X pz, yq| ă ε, sup yPXn k |ω X py, x n k q´ω X py, zq| ă ε.
Thus Γ X pf n k pxq, zq ă ε, which is a contradiction. This proves the claim. Recall that by assumption, x R Z. For each n P N, let z n P Z be such that Γ X px, z n q ă 1{n. Then for each x 1 P X, we have max p|ω X px, x 1 q´ω X pz n , x 1 q|, |ω X px 1 , xq´ω X px 1 , z n q|q ă 1{n, i.e.
max p}ω X px, ‚q´ω X pz n , ‚q}, }ω X p‚, xq´ω X p‚, z n q}q ă 1{n.
Thus the sequence pz n q n converges to x, by Axiom A2. Hence any open set containing x also contains infinitely many points of Z that are distinct from x. Thus x is a limit point of the closed set Z, and so x P Z. This is a contradiction.
Recall that a topological space is separable if it contains a countable dense subset.
Theorem 35. Suppose pX, ω X q, pY, ω Y q are separable, compact networks with coherent topologies. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) Xw Y . (2) M n pXq " M n pY q for all n P N. (1) follows from (3) by the triangle inequality of d N . We need to show that (2) implies (3). First observe that skpXq, being a continuous image of the separable space X, is separable, and likewise for skpY q. Let S X , S Y denote countable dense subsets of skpXq and skpY q. Next, because d N pX, skpXqq " 0, an application of Theorem 2 shows that M n pXq " M n pskpXqq for each n P N. The analogous result holds for skpY q. Thus M n pskpXqq " M n pskpYfor each n P N. Since X and Y have coherent topologies, so do skpXq and skpY q, by Proposition 29. By Propositions 32 and 33, there exist weight-preserving maps ϕ : skpXq Ñ skpY q and ψ : skpY q Ñ skpXq. Define X p1q :" ψpskpYand Y p1q :" ϕpskpXqq. Also define ϕ 1 and ψ 1 to be the restrictions of ϕ and ψ to X p1q and Y p1q , respectively. Finally define X p2q :" ψ 1 pY p1and Y p2q :" ϕ 1 pX p1q q. Then we have the following diagram. Now ψ˝ϕ is a weight-preserving map from skpXq into itself. Furthermore, it is continuous by Proposition 26. Since skpXq is Hausdorff (Proposition 30), an application of Theorem 34 now shows that ψ˝ϕ : skpXq Ñ skpXq is surjective. It follows from Definition 6 that ψ˝ϕ is an automorphism of skpXq, hence a bijection. It follows that ϕ is injective. The dual argument for ϕ˝ψ shows that ψ is also injective.
Since ψ˝ϕpskpXqq " X p2q " skpXq and X p2q Ď X p1q Ď skpXq, we must have X p1q " skpXq. Similarly, Y p1q " skpY q. Thus ϕ : skpXq Ñ skpY q and ψ : skpY q Ñ skpXq are a weightpreserving bijections. In particular, we have skpXqs skpY q. This concludes the proof.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proved that compact networks (equipped with pullback topologies) can be reconstructed from their motif sets. This result should be viewed as an extension of a result of Gromov on reconstruction of metric spaces from curvature classes. One of the key concepts necessary in proving our result was the notion of weak isomorphism that we developed in prior work. In the current paper, we also closed the gap between strong and weak isomorphism that arose in our previous work by showing that two compact networks (equipped with pullback topologies) are weakly isomorphic if and only if their skeleta are strongly isomorphic. We also constructed interesting families of compact, asymmetric networks equipped with pullback topologies that fall within the scope of our results.
In the intervening sections, we further explored the properties of the metric space CN {-w obtained by quotienting out weak isomorphism classes. We proved that this space is complete, exhibits rich precompact families, and is geodesic. Moreover, we produced examples to show that:
(1) geodesics may branch, and (2) there may be multiple geodesics joining two points in this space. This paper should be viewed as the second part in a two-part series of papers laying out the theoretical foundations of the network distance d N . Whereas the current work is more theoretical, the reader who is interested in the practical aspects of applying d N to real network data should consult our prior work, where we discuss the computation of d N in detail.
